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Meet Kris Desjardins, CPO, FAAOP, and Ben Fortson, CPO

Clinicians bring passion for patient care to Rockville

WHEN YOU ASK CLINICIANS WHAT APPEALS TO THEM ABOUT BEING PART OF THE ABILITY PROSTHETICS
& ORTHOTICS TEAM, THEIR ANSWERS TYPICALLY CENTER ON ABILITY’S APPROACH TO PATIENT CARE.
“This company goes
above and beyond
for their patients,”
says Kris Desjardins,
CPO, FAAOP. “Ability
focuses on treating
the whole person and
providing a device that
will help them achieve
their goals.”
“I like how Ability
Kris Desjardins, CPO, FAAOP
specializes in patient
care and outcomes,”
says Ben Fortson, CPO. “It’s nice to work for a company
that not only believes in outcome measures but puts them
into practice every day.”
Kris and Ben provide orthotic and prosthetic clinical
care at Ability P&O’s new location in Rockville,
Maryland.
Kris brings more than a decade of patient care
experience to Ability. She graduated from the Georgia
Institute of Technology
with a bachelor’s degree in
“Ability focuses on treating the
biomedical engineering and
whole person and providing a
then shifted her focus to
orthotics and prosthetics
device that will help them achieve
so she could work directly
their goals.” –Kris Desjardins,
with patients.
CPO, FAAOP
She earned her O&P
certifications from the
Newington Certificate Program, which is affiliated with
the University of Connecticut in Hartford. She then
worked in Chicago for a national O&P company for
10 years before starting at Ability Exton in 2017. She
moved again to take over the Ability practice in Rockville after it opened in 2017. Kris is actively involved in
O&P. She became a Fellow of the American Academy
of Orthotists and Prosthetists in 2016. The Fellow
designation represents a commitment to mastering the
profession through sustained continuing educational
pursuits and service to the community in which they
work and the profession.
“I became a Fellow because I want to be constantly

learning,” she says. “As clinicians it’s our responsibility
to be well rounded.”
She also likes that the American Academy of Orthotics
and Prosthetics (the Academy) has an active mentorship
program, something she says dovetails nicely with the
Ability model. “Ability gives me the opportunity to
help the next generation of clinicians capitalize on their
training and education so they
can find the best answers for their
“It’s nice to work for a
patients,” she says, adding that she
company that not only
is fortunate to work with smart
young clinicians like Ben Fortson.
believes in outcome
Ben became interested in
measures but puts them
orthotics and prosthetics while
into practice every day.”
completing his undergraduate
degree in bioengineering at the
–Ben Fortson, CPO
University of California, Berkeley.
“I fell in love with
the combination
of engineering,
science, people
and translational
research,” he says.
After earning
a master’s degree
in O&P from
the University
Ben Fortson, CPO
of Washington
in Seattle, he
completed his orthotics residency at the University of
California, San Francisco, and his prosthetics residency
at the Hunter Holmes McGuire VA Medical Center in
Richmond, Virginia.
He joined Ability Rockville in August 2017.
“When I worked at the VA, I was exposed to some
really cool technology, and now I get to apply it,” he
says. “I really like working with veterans. I feel like I’m
giving back and serving my country in that way.” Ben
enjoys capitalizing on his residency learnings now that
he is a certified prosthetist/orthotist in the full-time
patient care of his patients in Rockville and the surrounding communities.
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Ability News

Limb Disassembly Day

Event continues to grow in popularity

For the last eight years, Ability Prosthetics &
Orthotics has partnered with the Range of Motion
Project (ROMP) for its Limb Disassembly Day.
The event, held twice a year, takes place at one of
Ability’s 10 locations in Pennsylvania, Maryland or North
Carolina. Ability staff members and a host of volunteers
and community organizations come together armed with
wrenches to disassemble donated limbs, which are then
shipped to ROMP’s headquarters and warehouse in Denver
and subsequently sent to resource-poor countries for distribution. Roughly 100 prostheses, as well as supplies and additional
components, were donated for the most recent disassembly day,
which was held in April. At Ability’s fall event, staff members and
volunteers were able to break down more than 150 prostheses that
had been donated.
Jeff Brandt, CPO, and CEO and founder of Ability, says he got the
idea for Limb Disassembly Day as he and his oldest son watched the
events of the devastating earthquake in Haiti in 2010 unfold. Jeff’s son
asked what his father’s company was doing to help the victims. “That got
me thinking,” Jeff says. “At the time we hadn’t done anything.”
That soon changed. Ability managed to collect about 50 prosthetic limbs
for its first Limb Disassembly Day, which has continued to grow in popularity.
At least 1,000 limbs have been donated since the event began eight years ago,
Jeff says. “Limb Disassembly Day always leaves us feeling humbled,” he says.
800.455.0058

Spring 2018
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News Briefs

Ability P&O Volunteers at Beech Mountain Ski Event
THE 37TH ANNUAL DUSA

SPARC Beech Mountain Adaptive
Learn to Ski/Snowboard event
was held at Beech Mountain
Resort in North Carolina, January
15-19. Skiers and snowboarders
came from Tennessee, North
and South Carolina, Georgia,
Florida, Mississippi and Alabama.
Participants ranged in age

NOAH GROVE, a member of the Team USA
Sled Hockey and 2018 Paralympic gold
medalist, paid a visit to the Frederick, Maryland,
office and Jeff Quelet, CPO, March 22, sporting
a shiny accessory around his neck. Noah, 19,
a Frederick
resident who
lost his left leg to
bone cancer in
2004, has been a
patient at Ability
P&O for more
than 10 years.
Noah was part of
the team, which
defeated Canada 2-1 in an exciting overtime
win during the PyeongChang 2018 Paralympic
Winter Games in PyeongChang, Korea, March
9-18. The win gave the United States its third
consecutive gold medal win in the sport. During
the winter games, Noah tallied four points,
including a pair of goals and assists in four
games for Team USA. Noah was named to the
2018 Team USA’s Paralympic Hockey Team on
January 1.

800.455.0058

from four years old to more than
70, with a variety of challenges
including limb loss, brain and
spinal injury, stroke, neurological
and orthopedic issues as well as
congenital disorders and visual
impairment. A total of 283
lessons ranging from pediatrics to
geriatrics (about 20 more lessons

than were given in 2017) were
given over the course of the event,
which included the help of 15
Professional Ski Instructors of
America & American Association
of Snowboard Instructors (PSIA)
adaptive instructors and 60
volunteers who were brought in
for the week. The instructional
team included individuals from
Colorado from the Crested
Butte Adaptive Program
and the Breckenridge
Outdoor Education
Center. Volunteers
from Ability P&O’s
Asheville and Charlotte,
North Carolina, office
volunteered their time
and efforts at the event.

ABILITY SUPPORTS SKI EVENT
ABILITY PROSTHETICS AND ORTHOTICS, the Department of
Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation at Penn State Health Milton S.
Hershey Medical
Center and the
Penn State Health
Rehabilitation
hosted the
Adaptive Ski Day
with Baltimore
Adaptive
Recreation and
Sports event
at Roundtop
Mountain Resort,
in Lewisberry,
Pennsylvania,
on February 9.
Ability has helped
organize the ski
and snowboard day for a number of years for skiers and snowboarders
with amputations and spinal cord injuries, says Eric Shoemaker,
MS, CPO, with Ability’s Mechanicsburg office. Participants range in
age from six to 60 years old. The event, which promised a full day of
activities filled with snow, adventure and spirit, did not disappoint,
says Eric, who also organizes the annual event. “It was a fantastic day
for all involved,” he says.
Spring 2018
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Achieve Ability

“I just couldn’t imagine spending the
rest of my life not being able to walk.

Sherron Couldren

Bring It On

… So, I said, ‘Bring it on. Bring on the
wheelchair. Bring on the therapist.’”
–Sherron Couldren

“ONE PERSON CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE, AND EVERYONE SHOULD TRY.” —JOHN F. KENNEDY
SHERRON COULDREN IS MAKING HER LIFE an example for
others—an example of how to move forward after a devastating
illness, an example of what is possible when you choose to persevere and an example of how to make a difference for others.
It began with a series of hard choices. In February 2016,
Sherron, now a patient at Ability Prosthetics & Orthotics,
Rockville, Maryland, contracted blood poisoning and sepsis,
which resulted in the development of gangrene in her feet,
fingers and lips. Her doctors told her the only way to stop
the infection from spreading was to amputate her legs.
“They said, ‘If we don’t amputate your legs, you’re going
to die,’” she recalls. “So, I had to choose whether I wanted to live or die.”
Bolstered by the support of her family and church,
Sherron chose life. In March 2016, surgeons amputated
both of Sherron’s legs below the knee. Her fingers,
which had developed dry gangrene, were amputated
in August that year.
That first choice was the hardest, she says. After
that, she had to decide how she wanted to live the
Sherron Couldren poses with Jeff Brandt, CPO, (left) and
rest of her life. “Are you going to let them roll you
Jeffrey Quelet, CPO.
into a nursing home and live there, or are you
going to stand up and make a difference and be
When she started interviewing prosthetic companies,
an example for others,” she says.
her pastor recommended Ability P&O. As it turns out, Jeff
That decision was much easier.
Quelet’s mother-in-law is a member of her congregation.
“I just couldn’t imagine spending the rest
Jeff is the clinical management officer at Ability P&O, as
of my life not being able to walk,” she says.
well as a co-founder. “Ability has been phenomenal,” Sherron
“And if I didn’t start moving around and do
says. “They actually came out to my house and fitted me with
everything I could, move every muscle I
prosthetics before I went into outpatient therapy. If it weren’t
have left, then I wouldn’t have a choice.
for Ability P&O, I probably wouldn’t have prosthetic hands
I wouldn’t be able to walk and talk and
at all.”
feed myself. So I said, ‘Bring it on.
Since being fitted with prostheses for her hands and feet,
Bring on the wheelchair. Bring on the
Sherron has been able to return to her church, where she teaches
therapist.’”
Sunday school every week. “I set up the daycare facility and
Sherron immersed herself in the
helped with all the child care at the church before I got sick, so one
hard work of rehabilitation. She
of my goals was to get back to where I could at least be with the
worked every day with a speech
children.”
therapist, occupational therapist
Sherron says that living through this illness has made her want to
and physical therapist. “I had apdo everything she can to make a difference. “I want to be an example,
pointments all day long, Monday
so people can see what is possible, that you can actually get over these
through Friday. In between I
things and move forward,” she says. “There’s a lot I can’t do, but I can
would exercise and practice
still do so many things. I’ve just learned to do them differently.”
what they taught me.”
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i-limb quantum
®

precision. power.
intelligent motion.
The first multi-articulating prosthesis that can
be controlled with simple gestures.
• Smarter: Use simple gestures to change grips
• Faster: Boost digit speed by up to 30 %
• Stronger: Up to 30 % more power when needed
• 4 sizes: extra small, small, medium, & large

“I love teaching my kids about life
and overcoming obstacles. With
my i-limb® quantums there is
nothing I can’t accomplish.”
Jason Koger
i-limb® quantum user

Visit touchbionics.com or ask your
Touch Bionics rep about i-limb® today.

FOLLOW US ON

TEL (855) 694-5462
FAX (866) 846-3838
WWW.TOUCHBIONICS.COM

Ability P&O Staff Reflect the
True Meaning of Giving Back

M

ANY OF THE EMPLOYEES AT ABILITY P&O’S OFFICES in Pennsylvania, Maryland and
North Carolina take the meaning of “many hands make light the work” to heart when
it comes to giving back to the communities in which they live and work. Staff members
have been involved in everything from volunteering on missions of mercy, to helping

the homeless to volunteering with the Challenged Athletes Foundation (CAF) and Orthotic & Prosthetic
CEU Series for
abilitation Teams
Activities Foundation (OPAF).
HERE’S A SAMPLING OF THE VOLUNTEER EFFORTS OF SOME OF ABILITY’S EMPLOYEES.
THREE!

Taffy Bowman, CPO,
Limerick, Pennsylvania

Outside of your work at
Ability, what community/
service organizations/
activities are you
involved with? I serve
as a board member for
a small, local, nonprofit
group: Restoring Hope, Child
PRESENTER and Community (RHCC). I
affy E. Bowman, CPO
also serve as our medical
trip coordinator for an annual
reedom Valley YMCA
medical/nutrition clinic that
Spring Valley Branch
serves a small, povertyarge Conference Room
19 W. Linfield Rd.stricken community in the
Royersford, PA 19468
mountains of northern Haiti.
RE F RESHMENTS
How long have you been
WI LL BE SERV ED.
involved with the organization/s? RHCC was established in 2016, and I have
served on their board since
its inception. I have also
served as medical trip coordi-

nator for the past three years,
however our relationship with
the village we serve in Haiti
started in 2012. RHCC now
not only serves this village
in Haiti, but also a village in
India.
What spurred your
involvement? I was deeply
moved by the tragic earthquake that devastated most
of Haiti in January 2010. I had
the opportunity to travel in
June 2010 to serve at Mission
of Hope Prosthetic Clinic
helping to provide care and
prosthetics to many affected by the earthquake. The
week that I spent in Haiti in
2010 changed my heart and
perspective. I knew I wanted
to commit to a long-term partnership serving the people
of Haiti.

Please describe what
the organization/s does.
RHCC exists to restore hope
and health to some of the
world’s neediest children and
communities. We do this by
partnering with leaders in
the community and coming
alongside them to address
some of their most pressing
concerns.
What do you do for
the organization/s you
are involved with? I have
taken the lead in helping
our organization complete
training on conducting Child
Survival Clinics for communities struggling with a high
percentage of malnourished
children. We have been
able to implement an annual
clinic for the village we
partner with in Haiti and we

have seen the numbers of
malnourished children drop
in the community we serve
from 31 percent to 18 percent
over the past three years.
Why is it important for you
to give back to communities
where you live and work? My
faith has been important to
me since I was a child. The
work that I’m involved with is
a direct result of me pressing
into my faith and discovering
what it is God wants from me
as part of my purpose and
direction while on this earth.
Has this experience/
involvement changed your
perspective or outlook? This
experience has continued to
strengthen my faith, and I am
humbled and overjoyed that
I am called and able to be a
part of this ministry.

Follow us on:
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Kris Desjardins and Ben Fortson, Rockville, Maryland

Outside of your
work at Ability,
what community/service
organizations/
activities are you
involved with? My
family adopts other families
in need during the holidays
and regularly raises funds for
local and national charities
with friends and family by
running road races and volunteering at events. I drove
Lyft for fun for a while, with
profits going toward a different charity each week.
How long have you been
involved with the organization/s? We have recently
moved to Maryland, and as
we are now more settled, we
are looking for activities to
get our boys, who are two
and four years old, to be
able to volunteer and
get the foundation that
I did growing up.
What spurred
your involvement?
I was raised by great
parents who made service
a normal thing. If you have
the resources (time, money
and a platform), use them.
I’m trying to raise my sons in
this way.
Please describe what the
organization/s does. The
most recent charity helps
victims of domestic violence
and works to educate
Americans to prevent further
abuse and train medical professionals to help victims.
What do you do for the
organization/s you are involved with? With two small
children and limited time,
I tend to raise money and
spread awareness.

800.455.0058

Why is it important for
you to give back to communities where you live
and work? It’s important to
remember you are a part
of a community larger than
your immediate family and
friends. Small actions at
home can have a larger
impact on your neighborhood, city, state, even the
country.
Has this experience/
involvement changed your
perspective or outlook?
It’s easy to get caught up in
the grind, to put your head
down and just get through
the day. Volunteering and
charitable works get my
head back up and involved
in the community.

Ben Fortson, CPO

Outside of your work at
Ability, what
community/
service organizations/
activities are
you involved
with? I do
childcare at my
church for infants and
toddlers. I also have been
affiliated with CAF by volunteering at running/mobility
clinics for the last several
years.
How long have you been
involved with the organization/s? I have been doing
childcare since January and
volunteering with CAF since
2014.
What spurred your
involvement? Need at the
church to watch a large
number of children so that
their parents can attend
the service; and for CAF,
learning about their CAF
grants for sports-specific

“

Being involved has changed
my perspective by knowing that
whatever I go through personally
there is always someone who
Is struggling more. Knowing
I can be of assistance and
help warms my heart.

“

Kris Desjardins,
CPO, FAAOP

prosthetic devices for active
young people, and wanting
to help bring activity and
mobility to patients in a safe,
encouraging, constructive
environment.
What do you do for the
organization/s you are
involved with? For CAF, I
was typically a volunteer
who encouraged individual
people to go through the
exercises, as well as set up,
run and tear down stations at
an event.
Why is it important for
you to give back to communities where you live

and work? CAF clinics and
church services help me give
back to people that could
use my help in ways that suit
my strengths.
Has this experience/
involvement changed your
perspective or outlook? I
am in awe of parents who
so smoothly care for and
encourage/discipline their
children, and I am also more
aware of both the barriers to
mobility and the personality
traits that lead to intrinsic
motivation that I see in the
people who attend the CAF
clinics.

Spring 2018
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Josie Robison, Heather Ocock, Brian Kaluf, Corporate Office, Exton, Pennsylvania

Josie Robison, Clinical
Administration Manager

Outside of your work at
Ability, what community/service organizations/activities are
you involved with?
The Philadelphia
Mummers Parade, Philadelphia Veterans Parade,
giving to the homeless veterans in the Philadelphia area,
and board member for The
Mummers Against Cancer
Foundation.
How long have you been
involved with the organization/s? Mummers Parade
almost all my life in some
form or another. Believed to
be the oldest folk festival in
the country, the Mummers
Parade is held annually
on January 1, and features
men and women dressed in
lavish costumes. I have been
performing in the parade
for three years and involved
with my brigade in the Veterans Day Parade, giving to
homeless veterans and other
community services such as
donating to the relief efforts
in Puerto Rico. This is also
my first year on the
Mummers Against
Cancer board.
What spurred
your involvement?
I have always loved
what the Mummers
do throughout the
year. It is more than just a
one-day-a-year hobby. Each
group has such a love of
community it is contagious.
Please describe what the
organization/s does. For the
Mummers Against Cancer
we organize fundraisers
throughout the year with
funds that are distributed to
any mummer or a member of
a mummer’s family that has

10
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been hit financially because
of cancer.
What do you do for the
organization/s you are
involved with? Anything it
takes to get involved: hours
of preparation for a fundraiser, collecting items needed
for the homeless vets and
marching in the Veterans
Day Parade to make people
aware and to honor our vets.
Why is it important for
you to give back to communities where you live
and work? Giving back to
my community is how I was
raised. I do not do it for the
recognition, but for the feeling of fulfillment it gives me
to help someone in need.
Has this experience/
involvement changed your
perspective or outlook?
Being involved has changed
my perspective by knowing
that whatever I go through
personally there is always
someone who is struggling
more. Knowing I can be of
assistance and help warms
my heart.

Heather Ocock, Claim
Review Specialist

Outside of your
work at Ability,
what community/service
organizations/
activities are
you involved
with? I am current
chair holder of membership
and finance for our local
MOPS group, Mothers of
Preschoolers, in Marysville,
Ohio.
How long have you been
involved with the organization/s? This is my second
year as membership/finance
chair. I have been a member
for four years.

What spurred your involvement? Motherhood and
the need to connect. After
moving to a new community
and having no ties or connections, this was one pivotal way I became involved.
Please describe what
the organization/s does.
MOPS is a Christian-based
organization whose goal is
to reach and connect moms
of preschool children. From
the MOPS website: “Through
MOPS, we gather moms.
We believe in the simple
but revolutionary idea that
remarkable things happen
when moms come together.
What do you do for the
organization/s you are involved with? In my membership role I am responsible for
getting the information out
there and making sure moms
who are interested in membership have the information
they need to get connected
and join. As finance chair,
I ensure that our financial
goals are met, and we stay
on track with our operational
budget. I am also responsible for all fundraising efforts.
Why is it important for you
to give back to communities
where you live and work? I
would never have made the
connections and had the opportunities presented to me
without MOPS. I am passionate about reaching out and
making sure all moms have
an opportunity to connect so
that we can all thrive and give
back to our community.
Has this experience/
involvement changed your
perspective or outlook? Absolutely. Motherhood is hard
and exciting at the same
time. It’s awesome that I get
to reach out and help other
moms in such a pivotal way.

Brian Kaluf, BSE, CP

Outside of your work
at Ability, what
community/service
organizations/activities are you involved
with? I serve as chair
of the Outcome Research
Committee of the American
Academy of Orthotists and
Prosthetists (the Academy).
How long have you been
involved with the organization/s? Five years.
What spurred your involvement? I have an interest
in supporting research efforts
throughout the profession.
Please describe what the
organization/s does. The
Academy is the scientific
organization for the orthotics
and prosthetics (O&P) profession. The committee that I
chair has a focus on advocating for the implementation
of outcome measures in
routine practice and clinical
research.
What do you do for the
organization/s you are
involved with? I serve as
the committee chair, leading
teleconferences and providing direction and oversight
to working group activities.
Why is it important for
you to give back to communities where you live and
work? The efforts I contribute to the Academy and its
members further the state of
the knowledge and improve
quality of patient care across
the profession.
Has this experience/
involvement changed your
perspective or outlook?
My volunteer work with the
Academy has provided irreplaceable experience and
exposure to research findings, healthcare issues and
networking within O&P.

AbilityPO.com
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Pennsylvania
Exton
Corporate Headquarters
The Commons at Oaklands
660 West Lincoln Highway
Exton, PA 19341
p: (610) 873-6733
f: (610) 873-6735
Hanover
Hillside Medical Building
250 Fame Avenue
Entrance C, Suite 102
Hanover, PA 17331
p: (717) 337-2273
f: (717) 337-2285
Mechanicsburg
Fredricksen Center
2005 Technology Parkway, Suite 200
Mechanicsburg, PA 17050
p: (717) 458-8429
f: (717) 458-8437

York
960 South George Street
York, PA 17403
p: (717) 851-0156
f: (717) 851-0157

Maryland

Limerick
410 Linfield-Trappe Road, Suite 110
Royersford, PA 19468
p: (484) 932-5000
f: (484) 932-5003

North Carolina
Asheville
3 Walden Ridge Drive, Suite 400
Asheville, NC 28803
p: (828) 252-0331
f: (828) 252-9764

Frederick
73 Thomas Johnson Drive, Suite B
Frederick, MD 21702
p: (301) 698-4692
f: (301) 698-4693
Hagerstown
246 Eastern Boulevard N., Suite 100
Hagerstown, MD 21740
p: (301) 790-3636
f: (301) 790-3644
Rockville
15200 Shady Grove Road, Suite 102
Rockville, MD 20850
p: (240) 261-4229
f: (240) 261-4489

Charlotte
309 South Sharon Amity Road, Suite 104
Charlotte, NC 28211
p: (704) 372-7660
f: (704) 372-7659

Follow us:

Download the Ability App:
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Events
July 19
October 7

July 21
October 26

97 p.m.
a.m. - 8 p.m.
Hagerstown
Ice & Sports Complex
Philadelphia YMCA
580
Security
Road
Spring Valley Branch
Hagerstown,
MD
21740
19 West Linfield Road,
Royersford, PA 19468

5:30–7:30
Blackp.m.
Mountain Campground
Ability Charlotte
Mt. Mitchell State Park
309 South Sharon Amity Road, Suite 104
Ability
& Orthotics is partnering with
Charlotte,
NC Prosthetics
28211

Ability
Prosthetics& &Orthotics’
Orthotics
is partnering
Ability Prosthetics
2018
CEU series
with
Range
of
Motion
Project
(ROMP)
on its
continues with a free course on microprocessor
Components
for acourse
Causewill
Program.
knee options. This
provide Local
an overview of
various features
benefits
of both
traditional
and
amputees
haveand
donated
their
previously
worn
microprocessor
kneevolunteers
technology will
anddisassemble
the important
limbs,
which Ability
aspects
consideration
during rehab
training.team.
with
theofHagerstown
Kodiaks
sled hockey
The
parts
will
be
packaged
and
shipped
to July 16,
Presented by Taffy Bowman, CPO. To RSVP by
developing
countries,
and
ROMP
volunteers
will
contact the Limerick office, (484) 932-5000, or email
match
and fit the limbs to amputees in need.
taffy.bowman@abilitypo.com

Abilityhike
Prosthetics
& Orthotics
is pleased
to is
to the summit
of Mt. Mitchell.
The event
welcome
Brett Rosen,
CPO; and and
Cody
Smith,
designed
to raise awareness
funds
for
nonprofit
providing
O&PJoin
care us
to those
MSPO,ROMP,
to theaAbility
Charlotte
team.
in
in resource-poor
countries.
welcoming
them to Charlotte.
All are welcome!
RSVP is
appreciated
but not
required.
ToorRSVP,
For
more information,
contact
Amira
Lynn at
contactthe
the
Ability
Charlotte
patient
care
facility
Asheville, North Carolina, office, (828)
252.0331,
at (704)or372-7660.
email amira.mouad@abilitypo.com or

CEU Series for Physical Therapists and

Limb
Disassembly Day
Rehabilitation Teams

Climbing for ROMP 2018

Charlotte Open House
Beginning at 8:30 a.m.

Range of Motion Project (ROMP) on a 5.5-mile

lynn.roberson@abilitypo.com

Similar events are regularly held at other Ability locations.
Call your local office for more information or visit AbilityPO.com.

